Abstract-lhis correspondence simplifies the reduced Schur-Cohn mahies of an earlier published paper [I]. In particular, the symmetric mahiees B f o r n-even, and the A-matrix f o r n-odd in conneetion with theorems I, and lo of [I] are simplified.
The modification involved matrices A =(a,,), B=(,!l,,) where A:=x,rv, 
S~MPLIFICATION OF SCHUR-COHN AND RELATED C R~~R I A
We shall now illustrate how a simplification in one of A and B can be achieved. Define I ' ( r ) = i~( i ) , and let the tilde denote quantities assaciated with p(:). Without lass of generality, suppose u,r=l. 
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In fact, the signs of the leading principal minors of the matrices on the left of (10)-(13) are in one-to-one carrcspondence with the signs of the inner determinants of the matrices on the right of (10)- (13). with small dimension minors corresponding to small dimension inner determinants.
Let ,,=2m. Then B'>~oi\,,, is positive innerwise and a calculation in [2. see p. 791 relating and A , , provides B > o~A ; . , is positiveinnenvise ( n = 2 m ) .
If ,1=2m-1. K>o~A:,,, is positive innenvise, and one can conclude similarly that
Equations (10) and (14) should be compared as should (13) In case any stability test is used which requires examination of certain linear inequalities in the a , , it should be noted that such inequality sets always include F(I)>O (-I)"F(-I)>O. (18) The inequality sets for F ( . ) include P ( I ) > O and (-l)""p(-I)>o, which are the same as (18). Now it is established in [2, seep. 1351 that
